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The close relationship and interaction between romance and
hagiography have, over the past few decades, become a commonplace
of the criticism of medieval narrative literature.! Whereas most
discussions of this topic deal with the growth of religious idealism in
romance, here I shall concentrate rather on the development of
hagiography in the direction of rot:nance in the specific case of the
legend of 5t George.
In a classic series of articles published in the early years of this
century, lE. Matzke documented the development of this legend from
its earliest known forms to its 'romanticization' in the work of Richard
Johnson at the end of the sixteenth century.2 What I wish to do here is
to consider in more detail some later forms of the story (from the
introduction of the dragon-fight onwards) and, in particular, to
reassess the nature of the relationship between the story of St George
in Johnson's Seven Champions a/Christendom and the Middle English
romance of Sir Bevis 0/ Hampton. I hope thereby to demonstrate that a
radical 'romanticization' of the George legend was probably current in
England at a much earlier date than has commonly been supposed
hitherto.
As G.H. Gerould pointed out long ago,3 two main factors determine
the constitution of a saint's legend: documentary evidence and popular
imagination. The bare historical facts as to the acts and passions of the
martyrs and other saints of the early Christian Church underwent a
steady and typical process of accretion. Even, or perhaps particularly,
legends of the most dubious authenticity developed according to a
recognizable sequence, certain miracles following one another in a
traditional and almost necessary order; thereby becoming allied to
folk-story, these legends acquired a similar power of self-perpetuation.
Changes in detail occurred, sometimes in order to impart an air of
historical verisimilitude to the legend, sometimes for the sake of
increasing its miraculous nature or of underlining a specific doctrinal
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point. Often this new or modified material won a spurious authority
through its inclusion in what were otherwise would-be authentic

accounts. By the early tenth century these tendencies had reached a
point of culmination, and it had become common practice to use saints'
legends as exempla either to supplement or to replace sermons' Their
effectiveness in this role would depend to a great extent upon how
successfully fonn and doctrinal content were integrated within them;

their materials were often, therefore, consciously selected to a specific
aesthetic- moral end.

That JElfric at least among the early English hagiographers did not
consider himself absolutely bound by his sources is indicated in his
preface to his Lives of SainlS (late tenth-century):
Unum cupio sciri hoc uolumen legentibus, quod nollem
alicubi ponere d.uDs imperatores siue cesares in hac narratione
simul, sicut in latinitate legimus; sed unum imperatorem in

persecutione martyrum ponimus ubique; Sicut gens nostra uni
regi subditur, et usitata est de uno rege non de duobus Joqui ...
Hoc sciendum etiam quod prolixiores passiones breuiamus
uerbis, non adeo sensu, ne fastidiosis ingeratur tedium si tanta
prolixitas erit in propria lingua quanta est in latina; et non
sempe r breuitas sermonem deturpat sed multotiens
honestiorem reddit.

[I desire that one point should be especially noted by them
that read this book, viz. that I do not like in any passage to
speak of two emperors or Cresars in the story at the same
time, as we read of in the Latin; but I everywhere speak of

one emperor as being concerned in the persecution of the
martyrs; just as our own nation is subject to one king, and is
accustomed to speak of one king, and not of two ... It is to be
further noted that I abridge the longer narratives of the
Passions, not as regards the sense but in the language, in

order that no tediousness may be inflicted on the fastidious,
as might be the case if as much prolixity were used in our
own language as occurs in the Latin; and we know that

brevity does not always deprave speech but oftentimes makes
it more charming.],
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An element of deliberate editing - and not simply an inability to
distinguish between the historically true and the spurious - thus helped
to detennine the forms of a legend transmitted to posterity; and if the
'truth' of a saint's legend is not held to be synonymous with factual
accuracy, it can draw on the same stock of material as does rOffiance to
embody its moral preoccupations'" The legend of St Eustace, for
example, can employ motifs already widespread in folktale and purely
secular story in order to illustrate its theme of patient suffering for the
Christian faith.7 Such practice can result in fully fledged allegory (as,
later, in the work of Spenser or Bunyan), but completely developed
allegory is not characteristic of medieval hagiography, where one
rather finds a partial symbolism, by means of which Christian virtues
and the contingencies which evoke their practice are represented in
extreme, almost archetypal, form - not among the trials of daily life
but in terms of exaggerated physical conflict or endurance, the
enemies of good often appearing in"the form of monsters or of tyrants,
such as are typical also of romance literature.
The use in saints' legends of a stock of narrative motifs upon which
romance also draws gives rise to the danger of misinterpretation:
through its associations with purely secular story, a motif can have as
it were a 'devaluing' effect in a hagiographic context, its symbolic significance being lost to view in such a way that the saint's achievement
becomes identical in quality and import to that of the romance hero.
When a narrative element in hagiography thus becomes capable of
being read as romance, it becomes possible for the saint's legend to
import from romance further motifs which may bear no thematic
relation to its original meaning, and thus to draw so near to romance
proper as to be barely, if at all, distinguishable from it.
Much of what I have said is exemplified in the successive
transformations of the legend of St George. (In the account which
follows, I shall deal only very summarily with the history of the
legend up to the introduction into it of the dragon-fight, since the
earlier stages have been very fully documented elsewhere, particularly
in the work of Matzke.)
The earliest clear evidence of a legend of St George occurs in a
papal pronunciamento of AD 494,' but the legend of his martyrdom
had already by this time developed in such a way that Pope Gelasius
pronounced apocryphal the version of it then current, condemning it as
the work of heretics. 9 That the story thus condemned had developed to
a large extent along traditional lines and in accordance with certain
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literary conventions seems to be indicated by the degree in which the

Coptic Acts, which belong to this early apocryphal version, conform to
a pattern typified by other Coptic lives of saints. LO
The following resume of the substance of the Latin Acts indicates
the general character of this apocryphal form of the George legend:
The devil urges Dacian, emperor of the Persians, to persecute

"

the Church. At this time lived George of Cappadocia. a native
of Melitena. Melitena is also the scene of his martyrdom.
Here he lived with a holy widow. He was subjected to
numerous tortures, such as the rack, iron pincers, fire, a
sword-spiked wheel, shoes nailed to his feet; he was put into
an iron box, set within with sharp naHs, and flung down a
precipice; he was beaten with sledge hammers, a pillar was
laid on him, a heavy stone dashed on to his head; he was
stretched on a red-hot iron bed, melted lead was poured over
him; he was cast into a wel1, transfixed with forty long nails,
shut into a brazen bull over a fire, and cast again into a well
with a stone round his neck. Each time he returned from a
torment, he was restored to full vigour. His tortures lasted
seven years! His constancy and miracles were the means of
converting 40,900 men, and the empress Alexandra. Dacian
then ordered the execution of S. George and the empress; and
as they died, a whirlwind of fire consumed and carried off the
persecutor. 11

In the light of Gelasius' strictures - in which the emphasis seems to
have been as much on the legend's doctrinal unsoundness as on its
dubious historicity - a canonical version of the saint's passion was

prepared, with the intention that it should supersede the apocryphal;
some attempt was here made to redress the balance between the
marvellous and the credible and to eliminate such features as smacked
of heresy.12 The number of the saint's miracles and tortures was

greatly reduced, and an air of historicity was imparted by the
introduction of the name of Dioc1etian, whereby the death of George
became connected with the tenth persecution of the Christians. 13
The apocryphal version of the legend continued to flourish,
however, modified both by the influence of the canonical and by
changes in individual data. Sometimes these changes emphasized the

1
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element of the miraculous, sometimes they were designed to give the
slory historical verisimilitude. 14
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The co-existence of the apocryphal and canonical versions of the
George legend, and the hybrid forms which grew up as the result of

Lte

dubious historicity potentially at the disposal of later hagiographers.
The way in which these selected and shaped their material according
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to their own particular moral preoccupations and to the doctrinal
points they wished to make can be seen, for example, through a
comparison of some of the earliest surviving treatments in English of

their interaction, 15 placed a large body of material of more or less

a

the St George legend.
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JElfric's treatment of his Latin source, L6 but thematically the emphasis
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in his version of the George story is very much on the theological
issues involved in the contenti0l! between George and Dacian.

George's martyrdom is seen in terms of battle between opposing faiths:
at the approach of death, the saint
pancode oa gode eallra his godnyssa .
pret he hine gescylde wio pone swicolan deofol .
and him sige forgeaf purh soone geleafan .
[thanked God for all His mercies, ! that He had shielded him
against the deceitful devil, ! and had given him victory
through the true faith). L7

Its

In most versions of the late thirteenth-!early fourteenth-century South
English Legendary,18 on the other hand, all George's miracles and

as
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deeds of active witness are entirely omitted, attention being focused
exclusively on the theme of his passive endurance for the Christian

1e

faith: while the writer of the later Scottish Legendary (early fifteenth
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century) stresses the value of George's witness as an instrument of
conversion, using it to link thematically the account of his martyrdom

,e

and that of the dragon-fight, which is also here included. L9
It is from the introduction of the dragon-fight into the George story

h,

that the most radical and far-reaching changes in the saint's legend
result. The earliest extant version of this episode is that of Munich,

'y

Bayerische Staatsbibhothek, elm 14473 (s. xii),20 and the earhest

1e

representation of it in England is on a twelfth-century tombstone at
Conisborough in Yorkshire;21 but the story owes its widespread
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popularity to Jacopo de Voragine's Legenda Aurea, dating from the
mid- to late thirteenth century.22
The precise nature of the influences that led to the connection with

the figure of St George of this ancient narrative motif can only be
surmised, but it would appear to be a reflection of contemporary
changes in the concept of the nature of saintliness. 23 As Europe
became predominantly Christian, and the opportunities for martyrdom
became less, there was a movement towards the celebration of a more

active and militant mode of Christian virtue, a movement to which
Crusading propaganda gave an added impetus and which culminated
in the concept of the miles christianus. 24 This movement may already
have had its effect upon the popular medieval image of St George
before he acquired his dragon; certainly during the Crusades he
became the tutelary saint of the Christian annies, often appearing in

order to give encouragem~nt and aid in time of need.25 It is at this
period that he would have acquired the red cross on a white shield
which was to become his distinctive symbol, this being already well
established as the badge of the Crusading armies 26 His most
celebrated appearance was at the siege of Antioch during the First
Crusade; 27 and later Richard I was to place his annies under the saint's
protection. 28 As Matzke points out, he would be a natural choice for
such a role, in that he had, according to certain versions of his legend,
been a soldier during his lifetime 29 Between the end of the Crusading
era and the end of the fourteenth century he was increasingly
identified with ideals of chivalry, and various chivalric orders,
including that of the Garter, took him for their patron 30 It may be that
his elevation to the status of dragon-slayer can be interpreted as an
attempt to crystallize this more militant aspect of his saintly nature in a
single memorable image. In a sense it bridges the gap between George
the martyr and George the warrior saint: while superficially, in its
portrayal of armed combat against a flesh-and-blood enemy of good, it
seems more closely related to the concept of the latter, at a more
symbolic level it also reiterates the themes of triumph over death and
evil implicit in the story of his martyrdom.
In the Legenda Aurea itself and in most subsequent medieval
versions of the St George legend, the story of the saint's dragon-fight
and that of his martyrdom are both included, but a gradual shift in
emphasis, both narrative and thematic, can be observed in a
comparison of some of these versions.
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In the Legenda Aurea, attention is divided equally between the
dragon-fight and the martyrdom of St George. The actual fight is
described only very briefly,31 but the seeds of romance are already
present in de Voragine's treatment of the legend. Whereas in
hagiography attention is characteristically focused almost exclusively
on the central figure of the saint, the case here is already otherwise. In
the account of the events leading up to the dragon-fight, the situation
is seen almost entirely from the point of view of the king and citizens
of SHena, and the emphasis is very much on the human element in the

princess's plight,32 so that it is difficult to see the episode simply as an
allegory of the deliverance of the Church from error, as some later
commentators have done. 33
The emphasis in this version of the dragon episode is on victory as
a means to conversion. 34 This is also true of those versions of the
South English Legendary that treat of the dragon,35 of the Scottish
Legendary and, in particular, of fourteenth-century French poem
where the princess's conversion becomes a condition upon which her
preservation is dependent:
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Saint George dist a la meschine:

or

'Fille, vallS estes sarinzine,
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Mais se vallS voulez en Dieu croire,
Le serpent ne vous puet mal faire. '36

The value of St George's achievement in Christian terms has not yet,
then, been lost to view.

in

In Mirk's F estiat (later fourteenth century), attention is more

la

exclusively concentrated on the figure of the saint than it is in the

ge

Legenda Aurea and is still fairly equally divided between dragon-fight
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and martyrdom, both stories being rather summarily treated. Mirk's
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dragon does, however, display more of a tendency than his rather
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emphasis. George's martyrdom is presented only in the barest outline,

passive predecessors to behave according to the best romantic

traditions, 'spyttyng out fure, and profer(yng] batayll to George'.37
The fifteenth-century Speculum Sacerdotale shows a new shift in
and clearly did not engage the author's imagination to any considerable
extent. The dragon-fight is treated much more fully and, rather
illogically, follows the account of the martyrdom - perhaps because it
was felt to be the true climax of the saint's career. 38
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The tendency to relegate George's martyrdom to second place is
also evinced, to some extent, in Lydgate's 'Legend of St George',
where, although the events of the martyrdom are recounted fairly fully
and, in terms of sheer bulk, occupy a substantial part of the poem, the
main emphasis falls upon St George as knight. Thus, for example,
Lydgate's twofold exegesis of the saint's name, derived in essence
from the Legenda Aurea, elaborates the second interpretation of
George's name <as denoting 'knighthood and reno un') much more fully
than does its source:

pis name George by Interpretacioun
Is sayde of tweyne, pe first of hoolynesse,
And pe secound of knighthood and renoun,
As pat myfi Auctour Iykepe for to expresse,
pe feond venqwysshing of manhoode and prowesse,
pe worlde, pe flesshe, as Crystes owen knight,
Wher-euer he mode in steel anned bright. 39
As is evident from this passage, Lydgate keeps the symbolic
significance of the conflict very clearly in view in his account of the
dragon-fight. By contrast, Mantuan's version, in his Georgius of
1510,40 is much romanticized. Explicit parallels are drawn to secular
story <the princess, for example, 'Stabat ut Andromede monstris
exposta marinis'),41 and the actual battle is more prolonged and is
described in the kind of detail that lends excitement and suspense to
the narrative. Furthermore, as is invariably the case in the dragon fights of romance, the monster is killed in battle, whereas in all the
other versions of George's dragon-fight hitherto discussed it is merely
subdued, and not killed until after the conversion of the people of
Silena 42
Mantuan's works were enonnously widely read, and continued to
be reprinted steadily for some time during the sixteenth century.43 The
progressive 'romanticization' of the St George legend may, then, be
largely attributable to him; his version of the George story would have
achieved a still wider readership in England through its translation into
English by Alexander Barclay, whose poem on the life of St George
was printed by Richard Pynson in 1515.
Barclay's poem is a fairly close translation of Mantuan's Latin; and
the 'oryson' with which it concludes shows that the poet was
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imaginatively engaged by George the dragon-slayer and patron of
soldiers far more than by George the martyr:
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Lyke as thou Iyuynge gladly defendydest ryght
Assystynge wretchys in care and mysery
So for thy seruauntys be redy nowe to fyght
Agaynste the olde serpente and auncyent enmy
Graunt vs to vanquysshe this worlde transytory
With all blynde fraudys and folyes of the same
And that our soules may the vyle carkas tame ...
Mars hath had honoure in many a regyon
As god of batayle for actys excellent
But this thy royalme the takyth for patron
For thy bolde actys for god omnypotent
Boldly abyden in purpose permanent
Thou drad no tyrant dyenge for equyte
Graunt all thy knyghtys of the same sect to be. 44
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Although, as this quotation shows, Barclay keeps his eye on the deeper
significance of George's deeds of prowess, his actual account of them
perpetuates the more romantic features of Mantuan's treatment of the
legend; and, in as far as Mantuan's and Barclay's works and their
evident popularity can be regarded as reflecting contemporary
attitudes, it is clear that by the early sixteenth century George's
martyrdom had assumed a secondary place and that the saint had come
to be celebrated primarily for achievements which formed no part of
his original legend 4 '
Perhaps it was the ability of the George legend to attract to itself
motifs from other stories and thereby to develop towards romance that
led Pope Clement VII, in the 1530s, to order the excision of the
dragon-story from the office-books of the Church and to pronounce
that George was thenceforth to be venerated for his martyrdom
alone. 46 The Roman Church's official position on the subject, however,
had little if any effect on the cult of St George in England. Clement's
pronouncement was more or less contemporaneous with the English
Church's break with Rome, and furthermore St George - whose
popularity had grown since the Synod of Oxford had proclaimed his
feast a general holiday in 1222, who figures prominently in the
insignia of the Order of the Garter (established in the late 1340s), and

•
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who had beeen elevated to the status of patron saint of England by the
mid-fourteenth century 4? - was too widely celebrated as dragon-slayer
both in literary and in sub-literary culture to be easily eradicated as

such from popular imagination. Hence this part of his legend survived
and, when the Protestant Church's reaction against the veneration of
saints led to a decline in the cult of George the martyr, caused him to

be remembered as a folk-hero long after the more truly saintly aspects
of his story had been largely forgotten." Thenceforth, apparently,
almost any liberty could be taken with his story, as the work of
Richard Johnson attests.
While far from being of the finest literary quality, Johnson's Seven
Clwmpions of Christendom was enormously widely read for some two
centuries after the appearance of the first part in 1596.49 Johnson
borrowed extensively from a variety of sources, including the classics

and Shakespeare,5o but probably his greatest single debt Cat least in that
part of his work that treats ·of St Geotge) is to the Middle English
romance of Sir Bevis of Hampton. 51

Apparently the first to recognize this debt was Thomas Percy, who
in June 1762 wrote to Richard Farmer:
I am convinced you are right with regard to the fEra of the 7
Champions: but I have to-day made a discovery with regard
to that book: which is that the principal Features of St
George's story are from the Old Romance in rhyme of Bevis
of Southampton: Almost everything of consequence relating
to the single story of St George is very literally copied from
Bevis. 52
He goes on to cite several examples of correspondence between 7Ch
and Bevis, and then continues: 'Beside the story of Sabra's being

delivered of 3 Children in a lonely wood is evidently borrowed from
the History of Bevis ... with some variations.'53 The very striking
verbal similarities between certain parts of the two works led Percy to
write to Thomas Warton the younger later in the same year: 'The

whole History of St George and the Fair Sabra, in the first part [of
7Ch], is nothing more than the Old Romance of Bevis reduced to
prose; and for the most part with little or no alteration of the
expression.'54 Percy's conclusions as to the relationship between
Johnson's work and Bevis were incorporated in the introductory note

to 'The Birth of St. George' in the third volume of his Reliques of
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Ancient English Poetry (1765),55 and thus became more generally
known and accepted.
Both Percy, however, and more recently Matzke seem to me to
have misapprehended the precise nature and extent of Johnson's debt
to Bevis, through a failure fully to appreciate his methods. I wish to

examine in particular Matzke's inference that it is possible to assume
'an early fusion of the Beves story with the George Iegend'56 dating
from the early fourteenth century. In so doing, [ hope to throw some
light on the manner and degree in which the legend of St George had
already been 'romanticized' before Johnson wrote. [ shall begin,
however, by attempting to indicate the nature of Johnson's literary
method and of what I take to be his own particular kind of originality.
Many episodes in Johnson's treatment of the story of St George are
borrowed wholly or in part from Bevis , to which 7Ch is also
considerably indebted stylistically: just as, elsewhere, the language of
Shakespeare is borrowed by John'son for descriptive purposes,57 so
also the version of Bevis represented by the printed editions of the
romance is quoted verbatim in such passages as the account of
George's battle with the dragon, in the description of the palace at
Damascus and in that of George and Sabra's reunion. 58 Though,
however, several features of Johnson's narrative have been taken over

f
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wholesale from Bevis, with such lack of critical attention as in some
cases to give rise to internal inconsistencies in his story,,59 other
episodes in 7Ch, while corresponding in general outline to episodes in
Bevis, betray in differences of detail the operation of other influences.
The dragon-fight, as the Appendix below makes clear, owes a great
deal to Bevis stylistically, and it also derives several of its narrative
details thence. There are, however, substantial differences, and these
appear to be due rather to Johnson's use of a number of different
sources than to any marked degree of creative originality on his part:
thus, the events leading up to the battle and the part played in them by
the king's daughter are strongly reminiscent of the story of St George
as found in the Legenda Aurea,60 while the attempt made by Almidor
to rob George of the glory of victory seems to owe as much to the
Tristan story in its occurrence at this stage in the narrative and in its
motivation as it does to Bevis in the fonn that it takes. 61
The most striking difference between Bevis and 7 Chin their
respective accounts of their heroes' dragon-fights consists in the fact
that the function fulfilled in 7Ch by the orange tree is performed in
Bevis by a well in which a virgin has bathed, and which protects the
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hero from the dragon and heals his wounds'"' Johnson's tree appears to
be related to the Peridexion of the bestiaries:
Fructus autem arboribus illius dulcis est lotus ualde, et suauis.
Columbe aulem delectantur in fructu arbans illius: habitant
autem in ea pascentes fructu eius. Inimicus est autem dracho
columbis. timet autem arborem ilIarn et umbram eius, in qua
columbe demorantur: et non palest draco adpropiare
columbis neque umbre eius. 63

[The fruit of those trees is indeed most sweet and agreeable.
Doves delight in the fruit of that tree: they dwell in it, feeding
on its fruit. Now the dragon is the doves' enemy, but it is
afraid of the tree in which the doves dwell and of its shade:
and the dragon cannot approach the doves or its shade.]
There are, however, several pieces of evidence, slight and inconclusive

individually but perhaps significant collectively, that even its
employment in a romance setting is not original with Johnson. Thus a
misericord at St Mary, Beverley (Yorks.) appears to represent such a
tree playing a similar part in a battle between man and dragon;64 and
the dragon episodes in the stories of Tristan, Guy of Warwick and
Degan! all contain references to trees whose relevance to the action is
so tenuous as to suggest that they may be vestigial reminiscences of a
more fully developed motif in some earlier romance. 65 In view of the
fact that both Johnson and Spenser, probably independently of each
other, use the motif in connection with the figure of St George, it may
even be that that saint was the subject of the lost source whose
possible existence I have suggested. 66 Whether, however, Johnson was
indeed following some other source at this point or whether he himself
was responsible for adapting bestiary material to the purposes of
romance, he borrowed here more than he created.
Hence, although the parallels between this part of Johnson's work
and Bevis are perhaps, by reason of the close verbal similarities, more
striking than are the correspondences of Johnson's account to other
possible sources, it is clear that Bevis was not the only influence at
work here. Johnson was not a highly creative writer by any means;
but I see no reason to assume that the combination of elements from a
wide variety of sources was not original with him.
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Matzke seems to me to have overestimated in general lohnson's
direct debt to Bevis, in which romance he, like Percy, sees the
immediate source of that part of his story which concerns the birth of
the heroine's children in the forest. 67 Both Josian in Bevis and Sabra in
7Ch are delivered of more than one child in the forest; both have urged
their husbands to absent themselves during the labour. In 7Ch
Proserpine acts as midwife. Following the delivery, Josian is carried
off by Bevis's giant page, Ascopart, who has turned traitor; while
Sabra has her children seized by wild animals. Despite certain
parallels (which include verbal echoes), then, the differences are
substantial; though Bevis must have suggested the type of episode to
be used here, I hope to demonstrate that these differences can probably

be attributed to lohnson's having drawn on an earlier romance tradition
which was already associated with St George and which had
developed independently of the influence of the Bevis story.
Matzke, apparently unprepared to recognize the possibility of
Johnson's having been the first to combine the legend of St George
with the Bevis romance, sees evidence of the early fusion of these two
stories in a French manuscript of 1311 which contains, among a large
number of other items, two poems which are both concerned in part
with St George 68
One of these, published under the title of Le Roman d'Auberon,69
constitutes a prologue to Huon de Bordeaux and deals largely with the
birth and early career of Auberon, who is the son of Julius Caesar and
Morgan Ie Fay and twin brother to St George, and who is later to play
a large part in the story of Huon. That part of the poem (lines 1801 2137) which deals specifically with the fortunes of George is of great
interest in its affinities with Bevis and 7Ch.
At the time of ChTist's Nativity and the Flight into Egypt George is
in Persia, where he becomes the lover of the Sultan's daughter. When
she reveals to him that she is pregnant, George and she flee together,
eventually stopping to rest by a fountain on Mount Noiran. Here
George encounters and finally kills a serpent, but the sight of his
wounds causes the lady to faint and her labour to begin. She insists
that George absent himself; and at this moment the Virgin Mary
appears on the scene, in company with Joseph and the Infant Christ,
and assists in the delivery of the child. She then washes Christ in the
water of the fountain and bids George bathe in it; he does so and
becomes 'plus sains que poissons qui noa' (1932). George now arms
himself and rides into the forest in quest of food; after an altercation

...
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with thirty-four brigands, he kills three of them and puts three more to
flight. The three who have fled go to Mount Noiron, where they Cut
off Joseph's moustaches and take both his staff and George's child, but
George, returning with food, meets and kills them and returns their
spoils to their respective owners. Joseph's moustaches are
miracu10usly restored by the Virgin, and George's zeal in the service

of God is hereby strengthened (1998-2000).
The other (unpublished) poem,'o which concerns the life of the
Virgin and the en/ances of Christ, is in large part a fairly faithful
paraphrase of the first chapter of St Luke's Gospel, but it also reiterates
much of the narrative material that I have just summarized, though
from a rather different viewpoint.
The part of the poem with which I am here concerned71 begins at
the point at which the Holy Family, during the Flight into Egypt,
comes upon St George and his consort, he lying wounded since his
battle with the serpent, she suffering the- pains of labour. After an
account of the sufferings and lamentations of the pair, the poem goes
on to tell how the Virgin brings about the lady's delivery (her child
being St Mark the Evangelist) and George's recovery from his wounds:
Notre dame, Sain te Marie,
Le naure chevalier escrie,72
& il i vint sanglans & mas.

La sainte Verge prent les dras

Dont ses biax enfes fu vestus.
Quant il fu devestus tous nus,
Dedens la fontainne est plongies,
& S. lorges si est baignies,
Dont fu plus sains que nus poissons.
The subsequent arming of George is described at greater length than in
Le Roman d'Auberon. The newborn son of George and the beard and
staff of Joseph are later stolen by brigands, but before this a female
ape carries off the Infant Christ to the top of a high tower. Needless to
say, all is eventually satisfactorily resolved.
Both poems, then, contain narrative features which, in a general
way, resemble certain episodes in Bevis and in 7Ch: the killing of a
serpent/dragon, the birth of children in the course of a journey, and the
separation of mother and child through human or animal agency find
parallels in both the later romances, while George's revival through the
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waters of a fountain corresponds to Bevis's refreshment in the well
during his dragon-fight, and the intervention of the Virgin as midwife
to that of Proserpine in 7Ch.
As far as Bevis is concerned, however, these correspondences are
only of the most general kind: the circumstances surrounding the
combat with the serpent/dragon are quite different; the fountain in the
French poems plays no part in the battle itself; and in Bevis, after a
confinement in which the Virgin Mary is only invoked for spiritual
aid, it is the mother - not the children - who is forcibly carried away.73
Far, therefore, from accepting Matzke's conclusions as to the influence
of the Bevis story upon the French poems, I would agree with Jean
Subrenat that 'on oe peut voir dans Boeve de Hanstone une source de
l'episode du Roman d'Auberon ... les differences sont trop
importantes'.74
I would suggest, rather, that a romantic tradition, of which the
Turin manuscript poems are representative, grew up around the figure
of St George and, through its general correspondences with the
romance of Bevis, facilitated the fusion of the stories of George and
Bevis in, and not before, the work of Johnson. The agreements of
Johnson's story with the French poems against Bevis - the intervention
of a superhuman midwife, the carrying-off of newborn children by
animals 75 and the prevalence of fantastic and miraculous elements may be attributable to Johnson's having been acquainted with this
romantic George tradition and, in accordance with his usual practice of
narrative confiation, combined elements from it with material drawn
from Bevis.
Earlier I outlined the gradual 'romanticization' of the George legend
in Middle English devotional works; but the tradition represented by
the French poems attests the existence of a much more radical
'romanticization' as early as the beginning of the fourteenth century. It
seems probable that this tradition co-existed with the other in England
- perhaps at a sub-literary level - and came into its own when the
Reformation brought about a new freedom in the way in which the
stories of saints could be regarded and handled. There is, indeed,
evidence to suggest that such may have been the case: both the
Taymouth and the Carew-Poyntz Horae, as well as the stained glass in
St Neot's Church, Cornwall, represent 'Comment nostre dame resuscita
saint jorge' and his subsequent arming;76 and the frequent allusions in
Middle English to St George as 'Our Lady's knight' may be in part
referable to such a tradition.77 Finally, there is in King's College
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Chapel, Cambridge, a carving which represents the carrying-off of a
newborn child by a wild animal, in association with the figure of St
George. The scene affords an exact parallel to Johnson's treatment of
the episode of childbirth in the forest - and to no other version of the
incident known to me - in that it depicts three newborn children, one
of which has been seized by a lion. Yet this carving - whose intimate
connection with the Reformation is, as it were, symbolized by the
intertwined monograms of Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn that adorn the
sunnounting screen - antedates lohnson's work by some sixty years.1 8
It would seem therefore that, in some respects alleast, Johnson was
the heir of a long-standing tradition with regard to the George legend.
The history of that legend demonstrates how, by using non-factual
story as a means of expressing symbolic truths, the legends of saints

become capable of being assimilated into the world of romance. That
the stories of saints and those of the heroes of romance appealed in the
same way to the same peopre is indicated by, for instance, those Books

of Hours whose margins are peopled indiscriminately by figures from
hagiography and from secular story 79 The appeal of both genres is
rooted ultimately in the human need to beautify life by the creation of
ideals and of heroes who can embody those ideals. The danger
exemplified by the legend of St George is that idealism can so easily
degenerate into wish-fulfilment and the uplifting into the merely
escapist.
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APPENDIX
The following passage from 7Ch is an unedited transcript from the
first edition, though no attempt has been made to distinguish between
gothic and roman type in the original. Italics and superscript letters are
used to draw attention to parallels with following excerpts from Bevis.
All punctuation in the Bevi$ passages is editorial.
a, The dragon-fight from 7Ch, pp.14-18
[p.14; an ancient hermit is addressing George:] I sorrow for thy hard
fortune that it is thy destenie to ariue in this our countrie of Egipt:
Wherein is not left sufficient aliue to burie the dead, such is the
distresse of this land, through a dangerous and tirrible Dragon now
ranging vp and downe the countrie: which if hee bee not euery day
appeased with a pure and true virgin, which he deuoureth downe his
venemous bowels, but that day so neglected will he breath such a
stench from his nostrels, whereof will grow a most grieuous plague

and mortallity of allthinges, which vse hath beene obserued for these
foure and twentie yeares, but now there is not left one true virgin but

the Kings only daughter throughout Egipt, which Damsell to morrow
must bee offered vp in Sacrifice to the Dragon: Therefore the King
hath made Proclamation, that if any Knight dare proue so aduenterous
as to combat with the Dragon, and [p.IS] preserue his daughters life,
shall in reward haue her to his wife, and the Crowne of Egipt after his
discease.
This large proffer so incouraged the English Knight that hee vowde
eyther to redeeme the Kinges Daughter, or els to loose his life in that
honourable enterprise: So taking his repose and nightly rest in the aide
mans Hermitage, till the chearefull Cocke beeing the true messenger
of day, gaue him warning of the Sunnes vp-rise, which causd him to
buckle on his Armour, and to furnish his Steed with strong
habilliments of war, the which being done he tooke his iournie guided
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onely by the olde Hermit to the valley where the kinges Daughter
should bee offered vp in Sacrifice: But when he approched the sight of
the valley, he espied a far off a most fair and beautifull Damsell,
attired in pure Arabian silke going to sacrifice, guarded to the place of
death onlie by sage & modest Matrons, which wofull sight so
encouraged the English Knight to such a forwardnesse, that he thoght
euery minnute a day til he had redeemed the Damsell from the
Dragons tyrranie: So approching the Lady, gaue her comfort of
deliuerie, and retumde her back to her Fathers Pallace againe.
After this the Noble Knight like a bold aduenterous Champion
eotfed the valley, where the Dragon had his residence, who no sooner
had a sight of him, but hee goue such a firrable yell as though it had
thundered in the ellements,' the bignes of the Dragon was fearefull to
behold,for betwixt his shoulders and his tayle were fiftie foote in dislance, his scales glistered brighter than siluer, but farre more harder
than brasse, his belly of the coloure of gold, bur more bigger than a
Tun b Thus weltred he from his hideous denne,' and fiercely assailed
the sturdie Champion with his burning winges, that at the first

encounter, hee had almost felled him to the ground, but the Knight
nimbly recouering him selfe, gaue the Dragon such a thrust with his
speare, that it shiuerd in a thousand peeces, whereat the furious
Dragon so fiercely smote him with his venemous [p.16] tayle, that
downe fell man and horse, in which fall two of Saint Georges ribs
were sore brused, d but yet stepping backward, it was his chaunce to
Jeape yoder an Orringe tree, which tree had such pretiolls vertue, that
no venemous worme darst come within the campa sse of the
braunches, nor within seauen foote thereof, where this valiant Knight
rested himselfe vntill he had recouered his former strength: who no
sooner feeling his spirits reuiued, but with an eger courage smote the
burning Dragon vnder his yellow burnisht bellie with his trustie
sworde Askalon, whereout came such abundance of venome, that it

s

sprinkled vpon the Champions Armour, whereby immediatly through

e

and the good Knight fell into a greeuous and dead sound, that for a

It

time he lay breathles: e but yet hauing that good memorie remayning,
that he tumbled vnder the branches of the Orringe tree; in which place
the Dragon could proffer him no further violence. The fruit of the tree
was of such an excellent vertue, that whosoeuer tasted thereof should
presently bee cured of all manner of diseases and infirmities
whatsoeuer: So it was the Noble Champions good and happie fortune,

the impoysoned strength of the venome his Armour burst in twaine,

e
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a little to recouer through the venue of the tree, and to espie an

Orringe which a little before had dropped downe wherwith he So
refreshed himselfe, that hee was in shorE lime as sound as when hee
first began the incounter:fThen kneeled hee downe and made his
diu;ne supplication to heauen, that God would send him (for his deare

sannes sake) such strength and agillity of body as to slay the furious
and tirrable monster,g which beeing done, with a bold and couragious
heart, hee smote the Dragon vnder the wing, where it was tender

without scale, h wherby his good sworde Askalon with an easie passage
went to the verie hilts through both the Dragons heart, liuer, bone and
blood ,; whereout issued such aboundance of purple gore, that it turned
the grasse which grewe in the valley into a crimson colour, & the

ground which before parrched through [p.17] the burning stinch of the
Dragon, was now drenched with ouermuch moysture which vayded

from his venemous bowels, where at last through want of blood, and
long continuance in fight, ihe Dragon yeelded his vitali spirits to the
mercy of the conquering Champion. The which beeing happely
performed, the Noble Knight Saint George of England, first yeeld ing
due honour to Almighty God for the victorie, then with his good sword
Askalon he cut off the Dragons head and pitcht it vpon the trunchion
of a speare ,j which at the beginning of the battaile hee shiuered against
the Dragons scalie backe: During this long and dangerous Combat, his
trustic Steede lay altogether in a sounde without any mOQuing, which

caused the English Champion with all speed to crush the ioyce of an
Orcinge into hys cold mouth: the vertue whereof presently expelled the
venemous poysons, and recouered his fanner strength againe.

There was as then remayning in the Egiptian Court, one Almidor
the blacke King of Moroco, who long had prosecuted (in the way of
marriage) the Loue of Sabra the Kinges daughter, but by no pollicie,
meanes, nor manhood, could hee accomplish what his hart desired:
But now findin g opportunitie to expresse his trecherous minde,

intended to robbe and spoyle Saint George of his victorie, whereby he
thought to attaine the gratious fauour, and singuler good liking of his
Lady and Mistresse, who lothed his companie like the detested
Crokadiles, but eUen as the Wolfe though all in vaine barkes at the
Moone: So this fantasticall and cowardly Almidor, through many rich
gifts and faire promises, hired twelue Egiptian Knights to beset the
valley where Saint George slue the burning Dragon, & by force
bereaue him of his conquest: k But when this magnanimious Champion

of England came ryding in triumph from the valley, I espected to haue
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beene entertained like a Conquerour with Drums and Trumpets, or to
haue heard the belles of Egipt rung a ioyfull sound of victorie, or to
haue [p.18] haue seene the streetes beautified with bonefires: but
contrary to his imagination was he met with Troupes of Armed
Knights, m not to conduct him peacefullie to the Egiptian Court, but by
falshood and trechery to dispoyle him of his life and honour:" For no
sooner had he ridden past the entry of the valley, but he espied how
the Egiptian Knights brandished their weapons, and deuided
themselues to intercept him in his iournie to the Court: By which he
knew them to be no faithfull friendes, but vowed enemies: So tying his
Horse to a Hathorne tree ,0 he intended to try his fortune on foote for
feare of disaduantage, they beeing twelue to one,P but in the skirmish
Saint George so valiantly behaued himselfe with his trustie sword
AskaJon, that at one stroke he slue three of the Egiptian Knights,q and
before the golden Diamond of heauen had wandred the zodiack the
com passe of an houre: but some he dismembred of their heads: some
had their limbes lopt off: some their bodies cut in twaine, & some their
intrayles trayling downe, so that not one was left aliue to carrie news
to Almidor the black King, which stood (during all the time of
skirmish) a far off vpon a mountaine tappe, to behold the successe of
his hired Champions.
b, Excerpts from the dragon-fight in William Copland's second
edition (1565?) of Bevis (Bevis, III, lines 2335-2453)
AIUl, whan that dragon that foule is
Had a sight of Syr Beuis,
He caste vp a laude crye,
As it had thondred in the skye .'
He turned his bely toward the sonn
It was greater than any tonne;
His scales was briter then pe glas,
And harder they were than ani bras;
Betwene his sholder and his tayle
War forty fote, b without fayle.
He waltred out of his denne; c
And Beuis pricked his stede then,
And to him a spere he thraste ,
That all to shyuers it brast.
The dragon gan Beuis assayle ,
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And smote Syr Beuis with his tayle
Then downe went horse and man;

And to rybbes of Beuis brused than d .
The dragon was agreued sore,
And smote at Beuis more and more,
And gaue him many a great wound,
And felled him oft to the grounde:
What for wery and for faynte,
Sir Beuis was nere attaynte.
The dragon sewed on Beuis so hard
That, as he should haue fled bacward,
There was a well- so haue I wenne And Beuis stumbled right there-in.
Than was Beuis aftayde and wo
Leest the dragon should him slo
Or that he might away pas,
Whan he in that well was.
Than was the welle of suche vertu,
Through the might of Christ lesu;
For some-time dwelled in that lond
A vyrgyn full of Christes sonde,
That had been bathed in that well,
That euer after - as men tell Myght no venemous worrne come thenn,
By that vertue of that virgyn Nyghe it seuen fote and more ...
Than was he glad, without fayle,
And rested a while for his auayle,
And dranke of that water his fyll;
And than he lept out with good will,
And with Morglay, his brande,
He assailed the dragon, I vnderstand:
On the dragon he smote so faste
Where that he hit the scales braste.
The dragon than faynted sore,
And cast a galon and more

Out of his mouth ofvenim strange,
And on Syr Beuis itflonge.
Yt was venimous, ywis;
Than. whan it was on Syr Beuis,
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All his armure brust in that stound,
And Beuis feU dead to the grounde:
There was no lyfe on him sene -

He Jay as dead man on the grene,e
The dragone smote Beuis, without faile,
That he turned top and tayll .. ,
He smote Beuis, as I you tell The dynt smote hym in-to the well .. ,
That well saued him that daye.
Whan Beuis felt him hole and light,
And knewe that wei of great might,
Than was he a ioyfull man He was fresshe as whan he beganeJ
He kneled downe in that stede:
To lesu Christe he bade his bede
That He would send him maine and might
To sle that dragon in thatfight g ...
The dragon sawe that it might not auayle
Besyd the welle to holde batayle ...
He walde a flowen then away;
And Beuis lept after with good Morglay:
And hit him vnder the winge,
As he was in his jlienge,
There he was tender, without scale;h
And Beuis thought to be his bale.
He smote after, as I you say,
With his good sworde, Morglay,
Up to the hyltes Morglay yode,
Through hert, Iyuer, bone and bloud.;
To the grounde fell the dragon;
Great ioye Syr Beuis began.
Under the skales, all on hight,
He smote of his headforth-right,
And put it on a speare)
c, The events following the boar-fight in William Copland's second
edition (1565?) of Bevis (Bevis, llI, lines 670-94)
The bores head he of caste;
And on a tronchon of a spere
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The head he sticked for to beare)
That sawe the fosters of that forest
Howe Beuis had slaine pat foule best
They said, 'We haue great disdaine
That he hath this bore slayne:
Go we to him - we shall him slo,
And take the bores head him fro;
Than shall we haue all the honours,
Right as we were conquerours.'kn
As Beuis shoulde fro the forest ryde,1
They him beset on euery syde. ill
The xii fosters were armed, eche one;
And Beuis was naked and all alone .p
Whan Beuis should hand on his sworde laye,
The seabert he founde - the sworde was away;
For he had left his sworde thore
Where he slewe the wilde bore:
Than had he noughe him [to] were
But the tronchon of a spere.
The fosters smote he downe
With a stroke of his tronchone:
Nyne he slewe at dintes thre;q
And other thre away gan flee.
[The following line (627) occurs before the account of the boar-fight]
His horse he tied to a thorne. 0

